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Abstract

This paper describes on application of Radio-on-Fiber, for the digital divide solution by utilizing CATV optical fiber network. We have been demonstrated RoF repeater system for heterogeneous wireless infrastructure by using indoor experiment, however field trial is required. Now, the radiation inspection have been done as an experiment bureau in the mountainous area at the Nosegawa village in Nara prefecture, Japan aiming evaluating the correspondence with the link budget design, and clarifying wireless coverage of the proposed system. In this paper, the SCM RoF transmission of multiple radio services and result of the field trial is reported.

1. Introduction

As for nationwide progressing the terrestrial digital broadcasting and high-speed Internet such as the Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) with the optical fiber network, etc. the equipments of the broadcasting and communication infrastructure are rapidly developed in recent years, and various communication services like IP broadcasting, one segment broadcasting, and a high-speed mobile communication, etc. are supplied in the urban area in Japan. On the other hand, the mountainous area and isolated islands, where the equipments of the broadcasting and communication infrastructure are poor. The rural area have a serious problem so called "digital divide problem". The strategy of our country treats to cancel these digital divides. However, it is a current state that additional construction of infrastructure equipments are not promoted for rural regions and the isolated island because there is no hope for earnings versus cost-performance. Additionally, a various kind of wireless services appeared in a present wireless Internet access, such as 3.) G cellular and WiMAX, and maintaining the infrastructure of each service (cable and base station installation) is attended to be difficult with respect of cost. It is preferable for such a digital divide region to install the general-purpose network infrastructure that doesn't depend on the waveform formats of radio service. It is thought that "Radio on Fiber (In short, RoF)" technology that transferred radio service to the remote site by intensity modulated optical signal [1]-[4]. But, the optical fiber constructed beforehand is needed. Since the technology-shift to the terrestrial digital broadcasting from conventional analog system will be conducted on July 2011, the optical fiber network is rapidly constructed by CATV operators in order to provide pass-through signal to residents living in the mountainous region, especially in Japan.

In this R&D project, it aims at the digital divide cancellation by executing the field trial of simultaneous transmission heterogeneous radio signals such as the terrestrial digital broadcasting, WiMAX, and WLAN by using the optical fiber utilizing CATV access network. In this paper, we propose the radio repeater system which can make a convergence of the heterogeneous radio signals that broadcasting and the communication service in the physical layer, and report on the result of fundamental field trial by the radio radiation in the mountainous area at the Nosegawa village in Nara prefecture near the Koyasan (a world heritage). In the RoF network, RF signals modulates the optical carrier intensity and it is detected by the use of photodetector. At the output of the RoF link, RF signals are radiated from the remote antenna that is quite limited by the radio regulations, such as spectrum mask, spurious power and adjacent channel leakage power ratio (ACLR). Transmitting RF signals are deteriorated by the nonlinearity of the RoF link and following RF amplifier. Nonlinear distortion is especially related to the spectrum mask and ACLR regulation, and it is generally estimated by the two-tone test. Therefore, the nonlinear distortion estimation is taken as an important issue in the subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) system and to transmit multicarrier RF signal, because it increases by product of carrier number. Most of recent radio frequency (RF) signals in wireless service are employing multicarrier modulation whose subcarriers are densely located in frequency domain, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). This paper provides analysis method of intermodulation distortion of multicarrier RF signals including ISDB-T[5], IEEE802.11g[6,7] and IEEE802.16e-2005[8] over intensity modulation / direct detection (IM/DD) RoF link. Experimental evaluation is also presented in terms of the error vector magnitude (EVM).
Figure 2: Block diagram, and specification

Figure 2 shows a block diagram and the specifications. The pass-through signal of CATV system includes analog broadcasting signals, then they are input to the RoF transmitter module. In this experiment, the input power of the ISDB-T is about -60dBm per channel. Since the RoF transmitter module limits up to 0dBm RF input, it is amplified with the CATV booster (gain: 40dB), and the band pass filter (470~770MHz) is used to eliminate undesired TV channel.

The optical fiber length from Nishiyoshino to Nosegawa village is about 34km, and the transmission loss of optical fiber is about 9dB. Since the RoF receiver module has automatic gain control function, the loss of the optical fiber is compensated, and the electrical gain between the RoF transceiver is set to 0dB.

The configuration of the remote site is a block in the lower right of Figure 2. In the remote site, three services are separated, amplified and appropriate filtering to obtain enough propagation distance and to satisfy transmission spectrum mask. The re-radiation of the terrestrial digital broadcasting uses gap filler node (GFN) developed for radio dead zone. GFN is composed by the amplifier and the channel processor, and it can perform the waveform shaping and automatic power control to 10mW per channel. The down-link of the WiMAX signal amplifies to 200mW output with the power amplifier, and removes an unnecessary radiation with the band pass filter. On the other hand, up-link of the WiMAX, received signal
is amplified with LNA and transmitted through RoF. WLAN also has suppressed an unnecessary radiation and has controlled signal power with the band pass filter and amplifier as well as WiMAX.

3. Link Design and Radio Reguration

To optimize the received carrier to noise and distortion power ratio (CNDR), level diagram is introduced. Since the output noise of the O/R at the electrical domain is composed of the thermal noise, relative intensity noise (RIN) of the optical source, and shot noise, and inter-modulation distortion. Moreover, following RF amplifier generates the composite components of inter-modulation distortions and additional noise. From the level diagram, not only wireless coverage, but also dominant factor of the received CNDR can be found.

Figure 3 show the EVM, ACLR, spectrum mask measurement results. The required ACLRs are -40dB and -20dB over 9MHz when the frequency spacing is 40MHz and 20MHz, respectively. The spectrum mask is higher requirement than the ACLR. The EVM requirement of 64QAM signal is -25dB, the highest requirement is found to the spectrum mask, which can pass when the input power is more than -15dBm. Since the 3-rd order inter-modulation distortion is increased by a factor of 3, spectrum mask test will be failed as a high input level. The input dynamic range of more than 25dB is achieved. Minimum sensitivity of WiFi modulation scheme is from -85dBm to -68dBm of BPSK and 64QAM, respectively.

Figure 3: Inspection for Downlink WiFi signal, spectrum mask, adjacent channel leak power ratio, error vector magnitude.

4. Field Trial

Figure 4 shows the contour of the field site and photos. The altitude of the site is about 900m. The length of RoF is about 1.4km. The Base station and remote site are located at south and north part, respectively. Measurement interval is 15m along the road. At the base station, only WiMAX signal is radiated, but three services are radiated at the remote site. The difference of altitude between base station and remote site is 90m, then overlapped coverage could not be found in this field.

Figure 5 shows the Throughput performance of WiMAX up/down link. Stable performance is obtained for the north-east area compared with south area, because transmitting antenna of WiMAX system have sharp directivity to north area. However, the difference altitude prevents the propagation of WiMAX radio signals then wireless coverage is limited up to about 220m from the transmission point. In the coverage, throughput performance for downlink of 14Mbps is obtained.

5. Conclusion

This paper describes on the convergence of broadcasting and wireless communication utilizing CATV optical fiber network. To rapidly construct a heterogeneous wireless communication and broadcasting infrastructure, the RoF technology is effectively plays an important role. However, there is a problem to satisfy the radio regulations of all kind of radio signals transferred in RoF networks. In this experiment
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Figure 4: Contour of field site and photos
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Figure 5: Throughput performance of WiMAX system
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